How would you improve
U.S. society in 2018?
Learn others’ ideas.
Read page 3.

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Day is Monday, Jan. 15.
How well is he honored?
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Former Watertown athlete
who also ran in college
coaches indoor track.
Read page 8.
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St. Mary’s, Blessed Sacrament will close
By Elena Acevedo
Staff Writer

FOND FAREWELL St. Mary School, above, which opened in 1888, currently has
197 students enrolled and will form a new school with Blessed Sacrament
School for the 2018-2019 school year, located on Robinwood Road.
Photos compiled by E. Acevedo/staff

Graduates voice concern over traditions, faculty

“Nothing stays the same,” said
Father Christopher Ford, a priest at
the Basilica of the Immaculate Conception and school pastor.
The meeting about the closing of
St. Mary School, the second oldest
school in the archdiocese, and opening
of a new school at Blessed Sacrament
--both schools whose graduates routinely attend Kennedy--informed parents and faculty of changes, including
how staff must reapply for jobs, Monday, Dec. 11, 2017 in the Immaculate’s
basement in Waterbury, Conn. from 7
p.m.to approximately 8:30 p.m. but
rumors persist.
“You’ll continue to hear things, we
can’t control peoples’ mouths,” said
Ford.
Some parents feel as if they were
betrayed as to how they were informed. Due to a leak in Blessed
Sacrament’s community, St. Mary administration had to send out an email
Friday evening, Dec. 8, informing parents about the merge. Many parents
were left with unanswered questions,
so in hopes to resolve this, both Ford
and principal of St. Mary School, Mr.
Jonathan DeRosa, decided it would be
beneficial to hold meetings at least once
a month and to invite both schools’
families.
“Do it every month, and invite both
groups,” said Ford.
St. Mary, located on Cole Street and
opened in 1888, currently has 197 students enrolled. They were very optimistic starting off the 2017-2018
school year in hopes their financial situation would improve. Due to building
limitations, the pastors and principals
of the four Waterbury Catholic elementary schools, Waterbury Futures Task
Force, and the office of Education,

Evangelization and Catechesis
(OEEC), found it best to just close
the school after this year.
Currently two out of four of the
parochial school buildings are beyond
repair, and the furnace in the buildings has aged out, and needs to be replaced. St. Mary
administration is
hopeful to make it
through the winter
of the 2017-2018
school year, but
just in case they do
have an emergency
plan.
“Two need to
be demolished,”
said Ford, of the
school buildings.
Due to the factors of limited student population
and lack of financial resources in
both schools it seemed best to just
close St. Mary and create a new school
at Blessed Sacrament, located on
Robinwood Road. The latter already
has a gymnasium, cafeteria that provides hot lunches, a new playground,
a church on the campus, and more
parking space but it doesn’t make the

“

It’s just sad knowing
these people who helped
raise my children, are in
danger of losing their
jobs.

”

Mrs. Greene, parent
of two St. Mary graduates,
as well as a current student

decision any easier.
“You never want to close,” said Dr.
Griffin, superintendent of Catholic
Schools.
It’s not St. Mary merging with
Blessed Sacrament, but actually the
creation of a new school. The name
chosen
is
“Catholic Stream
Academy
of
Waterbury: A
Heritage School
of St. Mary and
Blessed Sacrament Schools.”
The administration at St. Mary
made it clear this
is not a merge nor
is it St. Mary becoming part of
Blessed Sacrament: this will be
a fresh start. With
DeRosa as principal of the new school, current
Blessed Sacrament principal Mrs.
Michelle Banach will be academic
dean. Blessed Sacrament will hold a
welcome night to allow families of both
schools to get to know each other,
sometime in January 2018.
“(It) depends on positivity,” said
DeRosa,
In order for this to go as smoothly
as possible, DeRosa and the faculty at
St. Mary have asked parents to be
positive and supportive. They understand how difficult and hard this is.
“We must continue to work as a
community,” said DeRosa.
Faculty at both schools will have
to apply and be interviewed to be considered for a job at the new school.
See SCHOOLS CLOSINGS, page 3

GRADUATES The St. Mary Class of 2015, which includes several current Kennedy juniors, stands in front of the school
on Cole Street in Waterbury. Starting from the top left are Philip Dawson III, Ashely Tanguay, Vincent Griffin, Hannah
Duffany, Justin Rush, Brady Perrotti, John Greene, Arnaldo Santos, Steison Ruiz, Stanton Ong, Washington Leon, Shea
Zaccagnini, Kevin McDonald, Liz Espinoza, Nijea McCowan, Jordyn Krauter, Illyhas Morales, Kiara Buscanio, Evan
Battiste, Jacob Singer, Kingsten Zenick, Johnathan Silva, Michael DiGiovancarlo, Kevin Edwards, Siobhan Gilmore, and
front row Jydia Davis, Imani Morales, Elena Acevedo, Charlotte Gomes, Guinevere Lower, Jacob Laferriere, Kaite
Pelletier, and Jasmine Dawkins. The photo was taken by 8th grade teacher Mrs. Dorozenski.

Fixing society:
blame who/what?

Welcome 2018: students share
New Year’s traditions, hopes
By Jurea McIntosh, Herta Sufka
Staff Writer, News Editor

Second chances, changes all occur

“3, 2, 1, HAPPY NEW YEAR!”
When it comes to what people do on New
Year’s Eve and Day, most tend to celebrate the
holiday in a similar way, however some students
have their own thoughts and specific plans for
the new year of 2018 when interviewed in early
December 2017.
“I tend to meet up with family members and
family friends. We party together, eat food until
midnight and we gather together and say what
we’re thankful for,” said senior Arlen Milian.
It might be common for people to party on
New Year’s Eve, but what do they do on New
Year’s Day?
“I’d like to believe that people try to become
a whole ‘new’ person on New Year’s Day but
most fail at it,” said freshman Jordan Solberg.
Partying, praying, eating are some traditions
that people usually have on New Year’s Eve, but
what else takes place?
“Each year, my mom buys corny New Year’s
stuff because we think it’s funny to take pictures with. It is a time my whole family is to-

gether so we talk and catch up with each other’s
life,” said junior Arianna Cruz.
Once it’s finally the new year, do people still
have the desire to start their new goal? Or is the
question of do people actually become a whole
‘new’ person, real?
“I think it’s just a saying, but we actually get
a second chance to start the year by being someone new, meaning that we get to change whatever
our bad habits are to be someone better,” said
junior Ricky Torres.
Though some people never follow through
with their plans, for others, the start of a new
year is important.
“My plans for 2018 revolve around my kids.
Helping my son stay on the path he’s on in high
school and focusing on getting rid of my daughter’s
tumor and getting her healthy,” said Dorian
Monique Griffin, a Rhode Island resident.
In the end, a new year is what you make of it.
“If the change is for the better, then absolutely go for it. It’s better to change in the moment,” said senior Taylor Afable.

By Aimee Reinozo, Kerly Borja

Some cite Internet, bullying as
problems that keep people down

Staff Writers

Society; who’s to blame?
Society has changed over time, it may be for
the better but it also may not. Before it can be
fixed, people of all ages have their own thoughts
about what causes problems in society, naming
everything from the internet to lack of respect as
issues, as of Dec. 3, 2017.
“Adults are the ones to blame, they’re the
influencers,” said Raymond Rosario, an 8th
grader at Gilmartin School.
While Rosario believes adults are at fault, others blame technology.
“Being swayed by the internet,” said Natalie
Calle, a student at Brooklyn School.
“This society is based on internet users,” said
Marta Cuadrado, a resident of Danbury, Conn.
Both believe the internet has had a huge impact on society, but it’s not the only factor.
“Instead of helping, we put each other down
one by one,” said Ishmael Zaragoza, a freshman

at Kaynor Technical High School
Zaragoza said he believes that the youth can
be cruel towards each other, but it wasn’t
always this way.
“Society was known to improve for the
better but now, it has been proving this wrong,”
said Andria Latifi, a senior at Kennedy.
Latifi said she has seen society change over
the years and one of the reasons is stereotypes
that perpetuate.
“Negatively, society has seen me as white
privileged although that’s not the case,” said
Nicole Thomas, a junior at Waterbury Career
Academy High School.
Thomas has been affected by society, but is it
really peoples’ fault or can people change for the
better?
“Respect is something we should all be educated on,” said Jonathan Bermejo, a freshman at
Waterbury Career Academy High School.
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International Day
enthralls students

Relax with shows
By Salma Akter, Raymond C. Rosado
Staff Writers

Learn new skills, get career opportunities,
and gain community service:
what are you waiting for?
Join The Eagle Flyer, Kennedy’s
award-winning student newspaper.
No experience necessary.
Stop by room 105 to learn more.

Movies or cartoons?
Families around Waterbury, Conn. brought
back the joy for December 2017 by relaxing with
Christmas shows, whether by watching TV,
DVD or their devices.
Picture this: sitting around the fireplace, taking in the fire, warming up your feet. Letting
your vibe increase while having that special family time everybody loves to feel. Laugher and
eating Christmas cookies, enjoying taking in the
funny and loving moments you hold dear to your
heart.
“When December hits and the snow falls out
of the sky, I hang my Christmas lights around
my window and put on the movie Rudolph, sit
back and drink my hot cocoa,” said Kirsten
Taggett, a Waterbury resident.
As the vibes grew stronger this holiday, some
were unsure what to watch on their devices.
“I’m not much with the movies but if I have
to pick what type of cartoon or movie I would
watch, I would choose animated movies,” said
senior Kamilia Nafour.
Some people have collections of old Christmas movies or other collections like Disney.
“Growing up in a middle class family, my dad
started collecting (all the) Disney tapes for me as
a gift every holiday,” said Kayla Taggett, a Waterbury resident.
Christmas movies or cartoons that are popular will never stop giving some people joy, no
matter how many times they watch it.
“Cartoons are my favorite from Frosty the
Snowman to Little Bill’s Christmas, which makes
me joyful every holiday,” said Anthony Tagget,
a Waterbury resident.

By Herta Sufka, Toni Lopez
News Editor, Sports Editor

HOW TO UNWIND As writer Salma Akter demonstrates in early December, watching holiday
cartoons or movies was one way students, staff
and city residents enjoyed their Christmas season. If you missed any of the classics, not to
worry: some are still available on YouTube,
Netflix or maybe even in your own home collection.
Photo illustration by R. Rosado, S. Akter/staff

“I favor a Christmas movie called It’s a Wonderful Life. It makes me bubbly inside,” said building substitute Mr. Gus Krisavage.
Some families that get to take the holiday off
to spend with their kids might enjoy having a
Christmas movie night that can most likely take
away that stress of work.
“Movies (are) a great way to bring the family
together,” said Afroja Akter, a Waterbury resident.

“

Growing up in a middle
class family, my dad started
collecting (all the) Disney
tapes for me as a gift every
holiday.

”

Kayla Taggett,
Waterbury resident

Event ends
period 4

Around the world!
International Day, an annual event held periods two through six, brings Kennedy together to
learn about and experience different cultures that
make up the school, but due to an emergency early
dismissal announced after third period, all but freshmen got to enjoy it, which featured more countries, coordinated by Ms. Scialla, Student Council
advisor Friday, Dec. 22, 2017.
“International Day is a Student Council (sponsored) event; we usually have about 25 countries
that sign up but this year there are 40 countries in
the mix,” said Scialla, a math teacher.
Having more countries in 2017 allowed students to experience new food and music.
“I liked seeing people from so many different
countries represented. This year we had more than
ever before, and I liked learning about all the different cultures within our school,” said junior
Caroline Useda.
One student noted the entertainment aspect.
“It was well put together and very entertaining
and had a lot of interesting different foods,” said
senior Kariana Quinones.
Freshmen weren’t able to attend due to the
weather-related emergency dismissal at 11 a.m.
“I was very upset I was unable to attend. I heard
such good things about International Day and was
very excited to learn about other countries and try
their food,” said freshman Kelsey Darocha.
Even though students are usually excited for an
emergency dismissal this time was different.
“I was so excited for International Day. I heard
my older sister talk about it for such a long time I
wanted to experience it for myself. I was looking
forward to it. I was also upset they called an emergency early dismissal when there wasn’t even a
single snowflake that fell, but I guess I have to wait
till next year,” said freshman Janelle Djan.
“I was disappointed about International Day. I
was looking forward to attend the event since it
had been talked about a lot throughout December,”
said freshman Brianna Bryant.

Apply early for
stress-free holiday
By Michelle Muchemi
Staff Writer

Seniors relieve
college pressure

For the thousands of high school seniors scrambling to apply to college before the deadlines approach, the chaotic holiday season does not seem
to make this process any easier. Most of the college deadlines for regular decision are Jan. 1, 2018,
which means that if students want to apply on
time, they must do so before the winter break ends.
For the early action applicants who sent in their
applications during November 2017, many have
already received news of their acceptances. The
overwhelming stress of applying to various institutions while trying to maintain school work leaves
some students glad they applied early.
“I’m glad I applied back in October, so I’m not
stressed about applying on time. I’m just anticipating the acceptance letters. I applied early action to
three schools and was accepted by Temple University,” said Melina Kolonja, senior.
Some students even applied as early as October,
prior to Halloween. By sending in applications this
early, students could focus on other events and
activities throughout their hectic senior year.
“I applied to all my schools early action and
one of the most competitive ones I applied to was
Lehigh University in Bethlehem, Penn. I was recently accepted into the University of New Haven,” said Riya Patel, senior.
Many competitive schools consider more applicants when they apply during the early action/
decision cycle, giving those students who applied
early an advantage when it comes to acceptances.
“I’m not stressed out because I did everything
in advance so when all the deadlines come up, I’ll
already be done. I struggled the most with writing
my college essay, but was able to get it done,” said
Scarlet Delpilar, senior.
Beginning the application process at the start
of their senior year was an extreme stress reliever
for many students. With the weight of having to
write supplementary essays, take standardized exams, and send out recommendations and transcripts
lifted off their shoulders, students who applied early
were now able to fully enjoy their holidays.
“I was accepted into Johnson and Wales early
action, which was a last-minute option for me. I
felt that it was a good school, especially because
they offer a graduate program right after you graduate. All schools should have early action because it
relieves stress,” said Jurea McIntosh, senior.
Many schools offer a variety of options catered to specific majors. When students research
these programs early, they are able to get more
information about their interest of study, which
programs are right for them, and receive earlier
notification of their acceptance to these programs
prior to the busy holiday season.
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How can we improve society in 2018?

“Stop putting opinion over facts.”

“Respect and appreciate everyone.”

Riya Patel, senior

Mrs. DeLaRosa, art teacher at Crosby H.S.

By Cameron Feliciano
Features Editor

“Creating more awareness in the youth. A
lot of (them) are not educated about what
is really going on.”
Noah Crespo, freshman

“Communicating more with one another to
try and fix issues.”
Madison Sargeant, junior

“Less violence and less littering, because
they just redid the Green and there is
litter everywhere.”

“More time communicating and less
dependence on electronics.”
Mrs. Sullivan, English teacher

Haley Graham, sophomore

Schools closings concerns graduates Post representative gives resumé tips
By Herta Sufka

From front page

Administrators said they want hard working,
dedicated and caring faulty to ensure students
will feel welcomed. Faculty will be informed if
they got the position sometime in March 2018.
Teachers at St. Mary hope that even after everyone finds out who got hired, they continue to
work hard to make sure the students have a great
year the reminder of 2018.
“The faculty makes the school feel like a family,” said Isabelle Acevedo, a seventh grader who
attends St. Mary and will graduate in 2019.
Acevedo said she feels at St. Mary, they truly
do care about the students. If any students have
issues the faculty shows sincerity and is concerned whether the issue is big or small. She is
nervous, and unsure if her friends will be attending the new school. She doesn’t know anyone
from Blessed Sacrament. She hopes that most of
teachers will be hired since they have given her a
wonderful experience and many memories which
she will cherish, as her second home is closing. A
Blessed Sacrament graduate felt likewise.
“I felt that people cared about me there, the
friendships I made there (mattered),” said Hannah
West, a Kennedy junior who graduated from

Blessed Sacrament in 2015.
West attended for nine years and said she had
a good experience at the school, consisting of
close bonds with other classes. She said all the
students were very close. She felt the merge was
bound to happen, due to rumors over the years,
but she also feels the family feeling will fade,
because many families will not know each other.
West said she spent a lot of time at the school, so
it became her second home.
“Financially (it’s a) good idea, emotionally it
hurts,” said Jydia Davis, a Kennedy junior who
graduated from St. Mary in 2015.
Davis attended from kindergarten to eighth
grade, plus she has a younger brother who goes
to St. Mary. Her experience there was memorable, especially how the faculty was like her
second family, she said. Davis remembers all the
students were so close, despite differences in
grades. She feels the merge will take away from
each school’s traditions, as well as impact jobs.
“It’s just sad knowing these people who
helped raise my children, are in danger of losing
their jobs,” said Mrs. Greene, a parent of two
graduates from St. Mary and a current student.

News Editor

Remember to write thank you notes

How to write a proper resumé and to have a
professional job interview.
This was the focus of Ms. Rachel Mongillo,
a Post University High School Representative,
who visited the period 5 Public Speaking/Journalism class to speak about the steps to write a
strong resumé and to experience a professional
interview, whether for a job or college admissions. Mongillo also gave students advice and
tips, presented a powerpoint and did an interactive activity, Thursday Nov. 9, 2017. Her best
advice?
“Keep it professional and crisp,” said
Mongillo
In a resumé include your name and all contact
information, an objective statement, education
and professional certificates or licenses, work
and volunteer experience, and awards. Including
these factors will help make your resumé strong
especially since people might only glance at it.
“The majority of managers only take about
six seconds to look at a resumé,” said Mongillo.
After handing in your resumé, you might be

asked to come in for an interview, which you
should take seriously.
“Interview to get a job,” said Mongillo
To prepare for an interview, research the company, research the position, review your resumé
and bring several copies (she recommended more
than seven), prepare a list of references, know
where you are going and the parking information, analyze yourself, and dress for the position. By following these steps it is a guarantee
your interview will go more smoothly.
One piece of advice Mongillo shared was to
drive to the place your interview will be held the
day before to know the amount of time it takes
to get there. Also, she suggested arriving at least
half an hour before the interview just in case.
“I’d rather be there waiting than getting there,”
said Mongillo.
Make sure after your interview to give thanks
to the people who interviewed you. The best
option would be a handwritten thank you note.
“I prefer handwritten thank you notes rather
than an email,” said Mongillo.

Weekly columnist offers student journalists insight, advice on writing well
By Antonio Arrindell

Writers must take risks with topics others avoid, be curious, investigate thoroughly

Staff Writer

“Don’t be scared, it’s only journalism.”
Mr. Steven Gaynes, a paraprofessional in Bridgeport, Conn.
and dedicated column writer for the Fairfield Citizen newspaper,
conducted an insightful lesson on how to be a successful journalist, to students in Dr.Cybart-Persenaire’s period 6 journalism class
Friday, Dec. 8, 2017.
Although Gaynes writes a weekly column ‘In the Suburbs’ for
the local newspaper in Fairfield, Conn., he is also skilled in other

areas of work.
“I work at a book store as an associate (and) I tutor,” said
Gaynes.
Gaynes is no amateur when it comes to journalism, in fact he
has four decades of writing experience.
“When you interview, don’t stop at ‘who are you’ (and) ‘what
do you do,’ you need to probe,” he said. “Good journalists dig
deeper, find out their vulnerabilities.”
Later in his presentation Gaynes delineated some of the quali-

ties that make a good journalist stand out amongst the rest.
“Curiosity is at the top of the list. You should follow the news
every single day, national or local pieces,” he said.
Gaynes also explained how taking a topic most people may
“turn their cheek to” because of fear or timidity makes a courageous writer.
“(Have a) willingness to take a risk, these are the most dangerous but popular topics to write about,” he said. “I urge you that
if you see something that bothers you, write about it.”

Commentary
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TRUST
EXERCISE
Senior Felicity
Samolis,
featured in left
photo, and
kneeling
center in photo
below, was
selected by
History
teacher Mrs.
Capulopo to
participate in
the Rotary
Youth
Leadership
Awards
(RYLA)
program in
Chester, Conn.

Staff Editorial

Make today be your
best fresh start ever:
stop dreading goals
You know the drill, you’ve heard the saying: I
will start fresh tomorrow. I’ll begin my diet tomorrow, I’ll be a better student tomorrow, I’ll stop
procrastinating tomorrow. Now that 2018 is here,
and the days keep passing, make today be your
tomorrow and do what will produce the best
version of you.
In this issue are articles and commentary pieces
by students who have run their very first half
marathons, attended their very first high school
dance, and participated in their very first leadership
camp. We can stop and imagine the fear, nervousness, concern, or uncertainty involved in any of
these activities, or we can focus on the positive and
say “good for you; you made something happen in
your life.”
Lindsay Dodgon from Business Insider reports
that approximately 80 percent of people fail to
follow through with their New Year’s resolutions
after six weeks. A 2016 Personality and Social
Psychology Bulletin study found that 55 percent of
resolutions involved health, and 20 percent involved getting out of debt. Author Seppo IsoAhola, a professor from the University of Maryland, published information that may be the secret
to making, keeping and sticking with resolutions for
the long-term: avoid overthinking them.
For example, if we stopped considering how
terrible it would be to have a salad for dinner, or
how hard it would be to go exercise after school,
we might actually just do the activity without
dreading it.
Imagine that: instead of dwelling on lunch or
supper, just eat healthy. Instead of worrying about
how tired you’ll be after school, just go to the gym
or take a walk. Instead of wondering how you’ll
improve your grades, just start your homework.
The more we worry, the less we accomplish, and
with midterms underway, everyone needs less
stress and more positive energy. Make 2018, on
whatever day you start, be the year you made a
fresh start and produced the best version of you!

The Eagle Flyer
The Eagle Flyer is published monthly and
distributed free of charge to Kennedy High
School and the greater Waterbury community. Our mission is to
educate, enlighten and inform our school and community while
developing journalism skills in Editorial and Business areas.
The Eagle Flyer is a member of the Columbia Scholastic Press
Association, the New England Scholastic Press Association and
the Journalism Education Association.
School hours: 7:20 a.m. - 1:50 p.m.
Address: 422 Highland Avenue, Waterbury, Conn. 06708
Phone: 203-574-8150 Fax: 203-574-8154
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Leadership camp
offers learning time
By Felicity Samolis
Staff Writer

How much do you consider
yourself a leader? What it is
like to be a leader? Well, I know
firsthand.
I went to Camp Hazen
YMCA in Chester, Conn. after
my
history
teacher
Mrs.Capolupo selected three
other students including me, to
go Oct. 27-29, 2017. We won a
$250 scholarship to participate
in this Rotary Youth Leadership Awards (RYLA) program.
The event was a weekend
long but sadly I couldn’t stay
the whole time. Friday night I
got sick really bad. Saturday
the staff didn’t really want me
to participate because they
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were worried about the other
students getting sick.
My mom and dad couldn’t
come right away because they
had work. At 9 p.m. my mom
ended up picking me up from
camp. I thought, “great.” I
grabbed my bag and left the
camp.
No, I never told anyone I
was leaving. As time went by
the people at RYLA started to
become worried looking for me.
Of course I was nowhere to be
found; I left with my mom. So,
the camp called my dad!
That was a fail: my dad told
them I ran away because he
thought that would be funny.

He came up with a big story
and told them I took off to a
stranger’s house. Once my father told them that they called
the police.
By the time I got home to
Waterbury and charged my
phone there were so many calls,
texts and other notifications.
Around 10:30 p.m I spoke to a
staff member from the leadership camp. She told me the cops
were on their way to my house.
I waited and waited and by
midnight the police showed up

COMMENTARY

finally.
They checked my ID and
said “Oh, you’re 18. Have a
good night,” and left. It was
crazy, my dad loves to make
up jokes!
Overall, the experience at the
leadership camp was great. Everyone there seemed pretty
amazed with my public speaking and loved my passion for
being a leader. I truly do appreciate the opportunity that I was
given.

Myth, magic, mayhem: enjoying Homecoming
By Vivian Bunker
Staff Writer

Dressing up, decorations, dancing make event memorable
COMMENTARY

Freshman year. First homecoming.
Of course, with a new setting, I was
excited and bought my ticket as soon as I
could. After that the Homecoming countdown was serious and I made sure I saved
the date of Friday, Nov. 17, 2017 and that
I had enough time to get everything I needed:
the dress, the shoes, practice the makeup,
and get my eyebrows done.
Soon enough, it was Homecoming day
and I had previously made plans with my
teammate on the volleyball team to go to
her house after school to get ready. So,
after school, the other girls and I jumped in
the car and went to her house. As soon as
we got there we ordered pizza, and just
hung out until it came.
After we ate, we started to get ready
around 4 p.m., knowing we needed some

extra room in case preparation took longer
than expected. Finally, everyone was ready
to go, but of course my friend’s mom
wanted a photo shoot before we left. It
was quick and easy and we finally pulled
into Kennedy.
As I walked into the cafeteria, the walls
were covered with a New Orleans scene,
and there were beads and coins on the floor.
It was nice seeing all of my friends dressed
up because it doesn’t happen often with
everyone together.
To other people, the dance was “okay”
and the decorations were “just a little wallpaper and lights” but compared to the
dances from middle school it was definitely
a step up. So, we danced, talked and took
photos and soon enough I felt something
flying over my head: glow sticks. It was

so much fun and really lit up the room.
The dancing continued until king and
queen had to be announced, and after the
pairs of royalty danced, we were all ready
to dance again and continue the night. But
whether it was people throwing glow sticks
or water being spilled near the dj’s equipment, the dance immediately ended.
It was definitely not a perfect ending
to my first Homecoming, but I honestly
just felt bad for the people who arrived
late because they had even less time than I
did.
After the “evacuation” my dad picked
me up, I went home, and took one final
glance at my Homecoming outfit; at that
moment, the Homecoming magic I believed
was there, slipped away with the dress:
the night was officially over.

Commemorating all who serve this country proud
By Madison Turner
Staff Writer

Managing Editor
Fuka Reale

Student attends
Rotary Youth program

Keep honoring those
who protect us COMMENTARY

2,083,100.
2,083,100 out of 325,006,623 people living in the United States
serve our country. It may be for the Navy, Air Force, Marine
Corps, Army, or Reserves; however, they put their life on the line
every day to protect our country but how much it is appreciated
or understood, especially if your family is in the military?
Something Kennedy’s principal, Mr. Johnston, does every
day, is say the Pledge of Allegiance along with a moment of silence
before the morning announcements. Surprisingly enough, students
may talk or not stand during this. Coming from a family where
two members have served in the Navy and two in the Army within
the past six years easily teaches you to appreciate the flag.
“Everyone has a different opinion when it comes to the terms
honor and respect,” said Ariel Thompson, a current member of the
Navy. “Not everybody in the military will have the same reasoning for joining our nation’s Armed Forces. In my case, I want to
venture outside of what I always knew, travel, become a part of
something bigger than I ever had before, and make my hometown
proud. It was not just a single thing that could drive me to walk
away from the only life I knew to risk my life on a degree I didn’t

even understand at the time. When it comes down to somebody
asking me, an U.S. service member, if they join the military I
would open their eyes to the things I was blind of when I first
signed the dotted line.”
Many people, like me, have no idea what they’re getting themselves into signing up, especially if you’re unsure of your future.
I wanted to find out more reasons why people join, so I asked
a former Waterbury resident Chris Turner.
“At the time, I was aimless and I did not have a direction so I
needed self control,” Turner said.
I’m aware many are lucky enough to live through the trauma of
military life and tell the story to their spouse, children, even grandchildren, just like my grandfather did, so we do need to be more
respectful and grateful towards those who serve.
A close friend of mine, Darian Hoteling, graduated in the class
of 2015 and went straight into the Marine Corps.
“I joined to fight; the world is turning into a bad place and I feel
like I need to stop it. I wouldn’t do anything to dishonor the
Marine Corps,” Hoteling said.
It’s great to have people who are so dedicated to the beautiful
world they are born into and we need to keep honoring them for
protecting it.
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Poetry
Corner
Pray For Palestine
By Lamya Sultana
I see my own home getting destroyed
Because of your outcomes
I see my mother getting abused
From the soldiers you rely on
I see my people fighting for their soul
To save their beliefs up their sleeves
I see the blood
From children, brothers and sisters
Who just wanted their equal rights
But you are not letting them have it
Because you are not fighting enough
And saving blood that is more precious
Than money or religious beliefs
You know, you share the same blood
Eat the same food
That is just cooked differently
Share the same dreams
Yet your safety is secure
While my people’s safety
Is out of the question
What happened in 9/11
Is happening here 24/7
Including a mother,
Who could be your sister
Family from the red blood color
You don’t see what I see
Because I am Palestine
A land, where many homes
Have been destroyed
Maybe not twin towers
But many people’s motherland
Not just my people’s
But millions of human creatures
Who share the same religion

“We Are What We Are!”

(Not) A Poem

What Matters Is

By Catalina P. Rincon

By Alahya James

By Lamya Sultana

We
We
We
We

It’s this emptiness in my heart,
that cannot be filled and
I’m sitting here so out of life just to see
you’re so alive still and it hurts me.
I’m too temporary
to become permanent
in relationships of any sort,
I’m still trying to find myself
and in this little journey of mine
I have moments where
I can’t breathe anymore.
I wish someone wouldn’t have told me
what I needed to hear instead of
giving me fake sympathy and
instead of saying that they will love me,
just do it. and as I sit here
with these crystal drops spread
on my face like peanut butter on bread
I see you, even though my eyes
have become blurred
but the water that has been purified in my eyes
and I’m not talking about heart break,
don’t believe that I am,
my words are illustrated based on depression

Beauty is most of the time
About being pretty outside
Which me and you all have
But what about inside?

are what we are!
become what we want!
walk on the clouds of our dreams
believe in our own lies.

We are what we are!
We are human beings!
We have the force of a condor,
the strength of a lion,
and the sensitivity of a butterfly.
You are me,
I am you.
We are what we are!
We become what we want!
We create our own path.
Give me your hand,
Let me walk in your path,
Show me what is life,
Help me survive.
We are what we are!
We become what we want!
We have the same blood,
And we believe in the same brotherhood.

Grey Area
By Vivian Bunker

Give me your hand,
Let me walk in your path,
Let me share what I have,
Let me be who I am.

Poems
By Alondra Diaz
It it obsession or love I don’t know
All I know is how the world would be on fire
and you’ll be too high in the clouds
to care and notice but by the time you do
it’ll be the dust in the wind
from the fire that burned out because it was not fed.
Don’t tell me not to look for you
when you know I will
The human mind is stubborn, mine above all
Especially when it comes to you
but maybe that’s exactly what you want
because the fear of being forgotten
is the greatest out of all of them.

What if by all means
By Ashley Cora
What if by all means we are attacked
by society’s racial inequalities?
If by all means we are not equal
We can’t share our sorrowful thoughts?
If by all means I’m black
and I can’t do superstitious things
If by society’s judgmental thoughts
I’m hit with every corner I turn
What if by all means?
If I can’t see because of the inhumanity
What if the young black girl
is hit because of the way
her hair curls up
or those full round lips or
her sun kissed skin?
What if by all means we are black?

“What if” is what I’m scared of?
“what used to be” is the ugliest phrase
Stop everything, freeze it forever and
I’ll know exactly what I want
but won’t be because once you press play
there won’t be an again. It’ll vanish into smoke.
visible at first but then gone forever.
Flowers bloom then die
we’re just like flowers:
Beautiful like the dawn then tainted with time
into something so beautifully disastrous that
you can’t help but stare at it till you feel like
you can’t breathe because the hand over your heart
is squeezing too hard but don’t worry
you’ll learn to breathe when you realize that oxygen
is all around you, not just in front of you
Learn to know the existence of it, just because
you can’t see it doesn’t mean it doesn’t exist.
The smallest words could be lessons but sometimes
you don’t need them to know you’re relevant

A little birdie told me
She wants to change:
To be loved
By the people who don’t recognize her
So she did change
But people still forgot about her
After a couple of months
Before they loved her
The little birdie told me
To change her again
To something that her generation now loves
Like a doll, she was to act and she did
Yet people still avoided her
After a couple of months
The little birdie came again
But this time
She wanted her old self back,
Pretty inside and outside
That she had all along
But failed to recognize
Her true powers

Too many choices.
Too many interests.
Wishing for someone to choose for me.
Wishing I had two lives to see...
The different roads I wish to go.
The pros and cons are still unknown.
Considering friendships already made,
But how life’s meaning would lessen
if I stayed.
So much is changing,
So hard to keep up.
Wanna just go for it,
But don’t want to get stuck.
No matter what, both ways are big risks,
And it’s up to the 5’7” girl,
Standing in the mirror,
To figure out what fits.

She recognized that you are
‘Scars to your beautiful’
She was not to change
Herself for people who
Cannot see the beauty
Inside you, because she said
‘Darling there’s nothing
Better than being you’

O decisions decisions,
Both write with different ink.
Why not have both favorable stories,
Growing together in sync?

Her words were pure and meaningful,
like rain drops falling on dry land
her love fell on me,
every day was a rainy one.

Strings
By Imael Izquierdo

Voice like rain
By Ashley Cora
Her voice was like the rain,
calm and soothing.
her mind was filled with clouds,
perhaps storms waiting to hit the ground.

She never spoke too loud or too low,
but one day the wind swept her away,
and when she wasn’t there,
everything around me sounded like hurricanes.

Are you the Puppet or the Puppeteer?
Do you enjoy the ride or
do you take the wheel and steer?
Do you use your voice aloud or
do you hide and do impressions?
Will you sit in the background or
will you stand and take action?
Well, I guess that’s not your choice anyway.
Because your puppeteer tells you
what to do and what to say.
It’s funny, you can try to be an impersonator.
Doing many voices other than your own.
But when you try to impersonate a voice
you lose a bit of yours, as it’s shown.
But you can cut your strings and be free to be you.
As Pinocchio said, “I’ve got no strings to hold me down”
You can too.

Get inspiration from where you can find it
or just simply create it.

Letters to the Editor

Try exercising at Bionic Body

Do you go to the gym? Bionic Body training is where I’m going.
I try to go to the gym about two or three times a week. Working out can help
you in multiple ways. Some people think if you work out you are not confident
about yourself; that’s a LIE! For me, personally, it helps burn off steam and extra
energy. My father gave me the idea. Before this year I always played sports like
Supercross, cheerleading, softball, motorcross, volleyball...you name it, I did it but
now it’s time for something else.
Dewayne, my personal trainer, keeps me on point. He knows what I’m capable
of and gives credit when it’s due. But he won’t let me slip up or doubt myself. Also,
it is very important to have drive and to make sure you don’t quit no matter how
much your legs hurt or if you don’t want to do it. Just keep pushing and trying. You
need that little guy in your head saying “just do it.”
So far so good and as time goes by I’ll only get better. Working out is a great way
to gain self discipline and better structure. Just think: what doesn’t kill you makes
you stronger. I recommend you start if you don’t already. Before, I’d always be at
school or work but even if it’s hard to exercise you could do a 35-minute run
through or a 5-minute warm up. As long as I try I will enjoy what I’m doing even
more. New things are awesome and my gym is awesome. Try working out and try
it at Bionic Body.
Felicity Samolis, Class of 2018

Working Black Friday takes survival skills
The biggest deals come once a year:
Black Friday! It’s crazy to shop but what
if you’re on the other side? Working.
Working behind the register on Black
Friday is a very stressful thing. I had no
idea what to expect, especially since it
was my first Black Friday working.
Something you learn fast is you need
to expect fast-paced working and unending lines. Some people may be crabby,
maybe even happy, due to the deals but

you have to be prepared to stay happy.
I believe you should be well rested
and mentally ready. No matter what,
the customer is always right, even if
they try to pay with their license,
which one did. Overall, it was a fun experience because you and coworkers buy
food and can make jokes over the walkers but stay close to your training, it’s
important.
Madison Turner, Class of 2019

Chair
By Alondra Diaz
Sturdiness and steadiness
is what I need.
show me support and
I’ll forever be grateful.
let me use you to learn and make
something out of what you gave me.
I am here today
because of you. It all started with you.
I grew up on you,
I learned in you and maybe
after I’ll work on you.
When it is time you’ll be there
until I’m gone for good and
then you’ll be there for someone else
just like you did for me.

Remember Puerto Rico

Help immigrants

You treat us as if we are animals. As if we’re not American citizens. As if our
territorial status somehow determines the humanity directed towards us. You say let
the taxpayers be helped and leave the scraps for the 3.5 million American citizens
on the verge of a humanitarian crisis. You take our money, put us in debt, and then
you somehow find the audacity to blame us for your inefficiency.
When Irma went on a path of destruction and brought chaos and havoc to our
Caribbean neighbors we did not hesitate, we did not shy away from providing muchneeded refuge and relief like any other sane human being would. Say what you may,
but we are strong, small but strong. So yes, go ahead, hesitate. Say we are not worthy
and we’ll show you just how worthy, just how strong we are, just how strong our
resolve is. We won’t take scraps. We’ll take what an island full of American citizens
and more importantly human beings deserve...humanity.
The same relief and humanity Florida received. The same humanity Texas
received. The same humanity St. Thomas, the U.S Virgin Islands, and British Islands
Received because we, too... are human after all.
Don’t get me wrong. My intention isn’t to belittle the suffering and pain of
others but to make sure that the people affected by catastrophe all get the affection, aid, love, and compassion we all deserve as humans in need, including the island
only 100 miles across.
Danny Ruiz, Class of 2021

Ever heard the saying, “it matters
not where you come from but where
you are going?” I could not agree with
this statement more than now.
Immigrants who arrived in the United
States illegally are being deported, based
on the prejudice of being a poor fit for a
Republican society. Immigrants being
prosecuted based on their native country has always been an issue but with the
new presidential advisory cabinet, there
is more attention on the issue.
A year or two ago, a high school boy
in California was supposed to be deported
back to Mexico for his illegal U.S. arrival. The boy was an honors student
who participated in extracurriculars.
Why should immigrants be deported
if they pose no threat? We, Americans,
do not know the struggles immigrants
faced in their homeland. However, we
can get ideas of what makes them come
here. Poverty and the lack of opportunities might be the two major causes for
the mass influx of immigrants.
Here in America, we have opportunities to grow and become successful,
especially if the person is creative and
hard-working, which I’m sure they are.
We should not turn awy potential
scientists with cancer cures or business
geniuses because of their parents’ illegal
arrival. Unless they pose a threat to our
nation’s society we should allow them
to become successful human beings.
Antonio Arrindell, Class of 2018

Gender/Sexualities Alliance welcomes all
I held my first Gender and Sexualities Alliance meeting after school Wednesday,
Nov. 29, 2017. It is a nationally recognized club for students to learn about and
accept the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Questioning/Queer community.
My idea for the club come from my project from the Global Leadership Institute
about LGBTQ discrimination. Only five people showed up, I didn’t expect many to
show up but it was a good start. After the meeting, I talked to one girl planning to
go, but she backed out because she was scared. I know a lot of students will be scared
to attend the meetings because of peer pressure, shyness, and many other things. I
want all students to know that it’s okay to join the club because there will be
students who support your decision and will welcome you with open arms. Do what
makes you happy and not others.
Jurea McIntosh, Class of 2018
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How much does society truly honor Dr. King, Jr.?
By Mehdi Namazi, Darien Johnson
Staff Writer, Correspondent

Only the forgotten have truly died.
Every January, people all across the
United States have a day off from
school or work to honor Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. , which is Monday,
Jan. 15 in 2018 but it seems as though
there is a lack of honor or understanding for one of the largest influencers of
United States history.
“A lot of people try to honor his
sacrifice, but they don’t really understand the meaning of it,” said Bryan
Vergal, a junior at the University of
Delaware.
Vergal has seen many people
throughout his life make an attempt
to celebrate Dr. King in different ways.
He has seen people attempt to spread

awareness
through social
media of the
great sacrifices Dr. King
made, but
some people
still believe
they are not
honoring his legacy very well.
“I don’t honor his sacrifices nearly
as much as I should, he deserves more
respect than I--or anyone I know--give
him,” said Charlotte Rothens, a senior
at New Milford High School.
Rothens said she realizes her lack
of commitment to the holiday, and
feels as though there should be a soci-

etal attitude
change towards
Dr. King, and
with it people
would celebrate
in a more honorable fashion.
Some are in the
same boat as
Rothens, and believe a societal shift is
the key.
“We should have a parade for Martin Luther King Day, like how we do
for other holidays like Memorial Day.
Especially since Dr. King sacrificed so
much for the freedom of black boys
and girls,” said Waterbury resident
Sarah Smith.

Dr. King sacrificed his life for people
of color to be accepted in all areas of
society. A major part of society is in
the workplace, where black citizens are
now able to receive the jobs, but are
having a hard time honoring the man
who gave them the opportunity.
“Only 10 percent of manufacturing companies will give workers the
paid holiday,” according to the
Bloomberg BNA Holiday Practices
Survey on www.prnewswire.com/
from 2014.
With the number so low, it’s shocking that it isn’t harmful to a company’s
reputation. Many people wish to
make changes for the holiday, but as it
stands right now, the strides to make
Martin Luther King Day celebrated nationwide are not very long.

Mesopotamia 2,000 BC to NYC 1907: New Year’s Eve endures
By Andry Evangelista, Raymond C. Rosado
Staff Writers

Pennsylvania folk dress in 19th century garb to spread blessings

The clock ticks down on your final hours… of
2017!
As the ball drops every year, do individuals
wonder when did this tradition begin? Every Dec.
31 day marks New Year’s Eve and Jan. 1 marks the
beginning of the New Year. Let’s all take into account when this eye-opening day began.
“Revelers began celebrating New Year’s Eve in
Times Square as early as 1904, but it was in 1907
that the New Year’s Eve Ball made its maiden descent from the flagpole atop One Times Square.
Seven versions of the Ball have been designed to
signal the New Year,” according to
timessquarenyc.org
But New Year’s didn’t start in the United States;
it is said “the earliest recorded New Year’s celebration is thought to be in Mesopotamia around 2,000
B.C.,” according to EarthSky, a website and radio
program about society and the environment. The
ancient Mesopotamian people celebrated with religious rituals that led to the crowning of a new king
or the continued reign of an old king.
“Civilizations around the world have been celebrating the start of each new year for at least four

millennia,” according to history.com.
Several civilizations helped shape the current
view of the New Year’s holiday with their religious
stories and beliefs that stood the test of time.
“As part of his reform, Caesar instituted Jan. 1
as the first day of the year, partly to honour the
month’s namesake: Janus, the Roman god of change
and beginnings, whose two faces allowed him to
look back into the past and forward into the future,”
according to ancient-origins.net.
In Pennsylvania there are groups that dress in
mid 19th century garb to perform New Year’s blessings all around town. They use “replica Civil Warera black powder muskets” to push bad luck away
for each year, according to mcall.com, the third largest newspaper in Pennsylvania.
“It helped build a sense of community and was a
solemn wish with a good sense of partying,” said
Patrick Donmoyer, an expert on Pennsylvania Dutch
folklore and a researcher at the Pennsylvania German Heritage Center, according to mcall.com
It just seems to be like any other day. New Year’s
has become the holiday that isn’t discussed as much
as its neighbor holidays like Christmas.

“

My family and I lived in a
refugee camp in Thailand. Our
holiday celebrations were very
limited since we were secluded
from the outside. Jan. 1 was just
another day.
Ehtha Boe, junior

”

“As a matter of fact, I’ve never overheard or
been a part of a conversation pertaining to the
origins of the New Year ball dropping ceremony in
Times Square New York City,” said Paul E.
Williams Jr., a paraprofessional.
Different countries have different ways of life,
by communicating and sharing ideas people can see
the world from others’ eyes, especially if a holiday
is new to you.
“My family and I never celebrated New Year’s,
we never even knew what a New Year’s celebration
was until a few years of living in America. My family and I lived in a refugee camp in Thailand, our
holiday celebrations were very limited since we were
secluded from the outside. January 1 was just another day,” said Ehtha Boe, a junior.

Students, staff from Chinese, Muslim, Puerto Rican, Albanian
heritages share their Christmas, holiday family customs
By Fuka Reale, Kwai Parker
Managing Editor, Correspondent

Lion dances, parades, gift giving,
tree lighting, and watching the ball drop
at midnight…
The holidays bring in new traditions
and celebrate the old, as people of all
cultures come together to end the year
with joyful memories… and hopes that
the next year will be better than the
previous.
“Making pasteles and coquito is a
traditional activity my mother and I
would do before Thanksgiving,” said
paraprofessional Mrs. Sanchez.
Pernil (pork leg or pork shoulder),
pasteles (a dish served in Latin American countries similar to tamales), and
coquito (a coconut based alcoholic beverage traditionally served in Puerto
Rico) are common foods eaten by Hispanics during the holidays and on
Christmas.
Sanchez said she celebrates Christmas relaxing with her family, and she
attends a church service during the day.
“Christmas Day we usually relax
and have a family breakfast together,”

Different cultures enjoy dancing, gift exchanges, fireworks, parades
said Sanchez.
Grace Chen, a junior, moved from
China to the United States two years
ago with her family.
“My family moved here because
my parents wanted to open a business in the U.S., and now we own
China Max at the mall,” said Chen.
Although Christmas is not a huge
holiday in Chen’s native country, New
Year’s is one of the most important
holidays in China.
“Many people go to parades and
dress up. My family usually stayed
home and spent time together… we
would cook a lot of food,” said Chen.
One of the most iconic events, Chinese New Year, is known for is the
traditional Lion Dance, in which several dancers wear a lion costume and
mimic a lion’s movement.
“It is a very exciting dance because
it takes a lot of work practicing it,”
said Chen.
On Christmas Day, families usually have a tradition to start off the

day. Some open gifts and
eat a hearty breakfast
while others go to church
services.
“We are Muslim so I
get together with my family to celebrate the ending
of Ramadan. We do exchange gifts and eat a lunch together,”
said Mrs. Harris, history teacher.
During Ramadan, Muslims abstain
from eating or drinking during daylight
hours, and eat a small meal before dawn
and after sunset.
“It changes every year by only 10
days,” said Harris.
There are cultures where families
do not celebrate Christmas at all and
focus more on other holiday traditions.
In Japan, there isn’t a celebration
in December because most people are
Buddhist. They celebrate the New Year
with fireworks and parades. Popular
foods eaten on New Years are mochi-a chewy rice cake, tangerines, and
dango--which is a sticky Japanese

dumpling eaten for dessert.
“In Albania we really
don’t celebrate Christmas,
but all my family comes together and we have a big
party for New Years,” said
Eleni Gongo, who arrived
in the United States March
2017 and will graduate from Kennedy
in June 2018.
Thinking about the right gift to give
another is always a big issue during
Christmas season.
“I often stress about getting the
perfect gift for others,” said Harris.
A survey conducted by the Harris
Poll on behalf of SunTrust Bank,
showed that 69 percent of Americans
would skip gift giving if their friends
and family agreed to it, according to
minnesota.cbslocal.com.
“60 percent of those surveyed said
they would spend more time with their
families and friends if they didn’t have
to worry about making or buying gifts,”
according to minnesota.cbslocal.com.

Fresh starts:
what awaits
you in 2018?
By Alex Robinson, Kevin Luarasi
Staff Writers

As one door closes another opens.
At the beginning of every year
people will be starting a new journey
or will be approaching one in the near
future. Local Waterbury residents,
teachers and students were interviewed to figure out what fresh starts
they are looking forward to in 2018
such as attending college, moving to a
new home or getting a new job.
“Often times fresh starts associate with people being placed in a new
area,” said Mrs. Hermes, AP psychology teacher.
Hermes believes fresh starts can
be good for the mind, but it depends
on the person. Being in a new environment can give you the opportunity to thrive at something you once
struggled with in the past. Hermes
often affiliates new starts with the
arrival of a new school; she’s not alone.
“The biggest fresh start I ever had
was entering my freshman year of
college,” said Waterbury resident
Michelle Davis.
Getting her acceptance letter to
Post University in January 2017,
Davis knew college would be the biggest leap of her life. With no familiar
faces and a new system of learning,
Davis realized her freshman year of
college would be a new chapter in her
life. This opportunity would allow her
to try and break any old habits and
make first impressions. Mentally, this
positively impacted Davis, as now she
is in control of her future, she said.
Dr. Terry Mikaiel, a guidance counselor, is a strong believer in controlling your faith when it comes to fresh
starts. She wants to improve her productivity in her home, workplace and
community. Some people, including
Mikaiel, feel as though having a clean
work area and environment can have a
positive impact on productivity.
“As a psychologist, there is a lot
the individual is in charge of,” she said.
One city resident feels he is not in
charge of living conditions he endures.
“The area I’ve lived in for so long
as caused me not to be so successful,”
said Waterbury resident William
Schmidt.
Schmidt has lived in the noisier side
of town in an apartment on the middle
floor, and isn’t too fond of hearing
banging in the middle of the night from
the top floor. This will change when
Schmidt and his wife move into their
new home Jan. 10, 2018. Schmidt will
be moving into a quiet neighborhood.
The change in environment will be a
new beginning for Schmidt.
Likewise, senior Josh Magalhaes
will be entering the new year with a
lot of changes to look forward to. With
college selection on the horizon, he
will be attending a new environment.
Also, Magalhaes got his first job
working at Shop Rite and there he will
be focusing on strengthening his connections with new coworkers.
“The year 2018 will be a big year
of change,” said senior Magalhaes.
“Meeting new people is the best thing
about starting fresh, it allows us to
learn in a different way.”

Did you spot
them all?
FESTIVE The
school’s lobby and
auditorium were
decorated for the
2017 Christmas
season. Can you tell
which tree was
found in a staff
member’s home?
Photos by Nancy
Cocchiola/staff

Traditions like food keep holiday memories alive
By Kwai Parker, Aliyah Garofalo
Correspondents

During holidays like Christmas people enjoy eating
various foods, and typically call their family over to their
homes where they cook and celebrate with ham, macaroni
and cheese, pies of different sorts, cookies, rice, and even
candied yams which are sweet potatoes with cinnamon,
nutmeg, vanilla extract, and marshmallows. People often
drink hot chocolate and egg nog because it makes them
feel all warm and fuzzy inside, making memories that last.
“Hot chocolate with cute pajamas and furry slippers
makes a great Christmas,” said senior Evasia Davis-Jasper.

Families traditionally cook huge feasts that are not
limited to certain foods. You can cook whatever you want
however you want, as long as you celebrate the holidays
with your families.
“Family is important to me and is a necessity to my
life, Christmas is one of those holidays you can be happy
and create many memories you’ll remember forever such
as spending time with families. Mine is making turkey
with my mom every year on Christmas,” said Skylin Quinones, a junior.
Some people visit restaurants with seasonal events.
“Sometimes when I’m in the mood I go to Ye Ole
Fashion and get cheesecake and some of their famous
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cookie dough ice cream because they
only have it around Christmas time,”
said Kimberly Rivers, a South Carolina resident.
Around the holidays there are seasonal foods but there are also foods
families enjoy as a tradition.
“Every year during the holiday
season I make homemade eggnog and
eggnog ice cream for my family,” said
Tabatha Garofalo, a New York resiTRADITIONS Senior Aliyah Garofalo displays the homemade “desserts
dent.
made with love” created by her and her family for the 2017 holidays.

Midterms arrive Jan. 10-16, bringing stress; what if exams were earlier?
By Lamya Sultana, Aliyah Garofalo
Poetry Editor, Correspondent

Stressful.
January is that time of the year where most
students stress about it while the teachers hurry
their lessons up in order to not fall behind; this is
how preparation starts for midterms, running
Wednesday, Jan. 10 - Tuesday, Jan. 16, 2018.
“That’s for real! I thought it only happens in
movies,” said Nyzheir Nicholson, a freshman.
As freshmen some students may not have
heard of midterms in high school before, but they
(the scores) all depend on how a person prepares for them. How ready are students?
“For preparation not as much as I like to be,”
said senior Ana Peña.
It’s at the end of the calendar year and students are most likely to be busy with classes,
especially seniors with all their college application process, as well as the Christmas holidays.
“For preparation most likely if I don’t know
something I panic and just go with the flow,”
said Cody Bassett, a senior.
Because of all the rush students tend to forget
things they learned and panic, but in the end
they just do whatever they can on the test day to
at least pass the test. In early December 2017,

students were asked, how prepared are they for
their midterms?
“Not at all prepared,” said Nicholson.
Most freshmen are likely to be not prepared
because it’s their first time doing a midterm. So
how did upperclassmen feel during their first
midterm exam?
“It sucked (in my freshman year). I felt everything was rushed and the teachers
were...cutting through lessons too fast and
teach(ing) many things in a little amount of time,”
said sophomore Shakira Montalvo.
While Montalvo felt everything was rushed,
another student felt “scared as a freshman, but
(I) did better than expected,” said Peña.
“I just wait until it comes around, this is not
going to be my last because college is around the
corner,” said Bassett.
Most seniors may want the midterm to pass
by, but colleges have exams, too, so this is most
likely not the last exam for seniors who are planning to attend college.
But are the exams really hard?
“I don’t think finals or midterms are hard because if you study and work hard you will do
good,” said Victoria Feliciano, a sophomore.
For some students exams tend to be hard but
it all depends on how much you study for the

exam, and some students tend to study last
minute while others like to be a little early.
“I am the king of last minutes, like study five
minutes before the exam,” said Bassett.
Attending the school for the last three years
can make a student an expert in studying last
minute and still get a good score. But some students such as Peña “like(s) to study two to three
days before the exam, just to be advanced.”
Hypothetically, what if the midterms were
before the winter break so that both students
and staff could start fresh in January?
“I personally think midterms should be before the Christmas break so we don’t have to
worry about the hassle of midterm studying in
the beginning of the new year,” said Skylin
Quiñones, a junior.
Having the midterm after the Christmas break
may be stressful to students because they go
from having a peaceful break to coming back to
school and having to study hard for the midterm.
“That sounds great,” said Peña, and “doing
them before winter break is much better, it would
look better for the school and us (students),”
said Bassett.
As much as it sounds great to some students,
some might think it’s not so good just like
Montalvo who questions the timing.

“That would be horrible because I would be
stressing during the winter break,” she said.
How does a teacher prepare for the exams
with the idea that things need to be done so soon,
not to mention the added hassle of two snow
days: Jan. 4-5, 2018?
“I take a look at all the assignments I did in
the beginning of school and take the important
parts (I taught) then put them together as an
exam. I also prepare study paper for midterm,”
said architecture teacher and technology education department chair, Mr. Mancuso
Preparing for exams for teachers may or may
not be easy especially if it’s a new year and new
month, but what if the exams were before the
winter break?
“I prefer if it was that way, because people
forget after the winter break and then I have to
re-teach stuff (in a little amount of time). And
students most of the time will ask (after the break)
‘How do I do this Mr.,’ ”said Mancuso.
Without all the stress and hurry activities,
how do midterms really feel for a student taking
them?
“Midterms are like getting shots at the doctor. You don’t want to get them but you have
too, and when they are done you couldn’t be
happier,” said Evasia-Davis Jasper, a senior.

ONE STUDENT’S HOMELAND Eleni Gongo, who came to the
United States in March 2017 and is finishing her senior year at
Kennedy, shared these photographs of the land where she
walked, talked and ate for the first time. While she made the
choice to further her education in America--and has already
been accepted to a U.S. college--Gongo said she is proud to
originally hail from Albania. Her goal is to become a pediatrician.
Gongo, seen in the middle center and middle right photos, is
also an emergency room vounteer at St. Mary’s Hospital.

Loving life in Albania
By Eleni Gongo
Correspondent

COMMENTARY
Photos courtesy of E. Gongo

I’m proud to be from Albania where the warm hospitality of the people
would make anyone feel at home. I lived there for 17 years among my 2.8
million countrymen.
I was born in Korca. It’s located in the southeast part of the country and
is one of the loveliest cities in the world. It is one of the largest and most
important cultural and economic centers of Albania.
When I was just two years old, my family moved to Tirana (the capital of
Albania). Tirana is unquestionably the dynamic center of Albania thanks to
its lively nightlife, theaters, restaurants, and clubs. A variety of places for
entertainment exist and most of them stay open all night. Bars and clubs are
found in town, playing all kinds of lively music, including jazz, and Latin.
One of the most important aspects of Albanian culture is the traditional
food. The Albania kitchen is known for highly nutritional and delicious food
such as “bakllava.” Almost every province boasts their very own delicacies.
Even though it’s my choice to live and study in the United States of
America, I will never forget where I walked, talked and ate for the first time.
I learned to love nature and beauty thanks to Albania. It is a land to be loved!
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Watertown sprinter heads indoor track
By Andry Evangelista
Staff Writer

Coach Nick O’Brien also ran for Emmanuel College

“Don’t watch the clock; do what it
does. Keep going.” - Sam Levenson,
American writer and actor
There is a new indoor track coach
working alongside Ms. Kate Hagley,
special education teacher, who became
the head coach of the cross country
team for the 2017-2018 season. Coach
Nick O’Brien had sprinted in high
school and college, and is excited to
show new techniques.
“I was a sprinter for Watertown
High School for four years and competed in the 100m, 200m, 4x100m, and
the 4x400m. After graduating high
school, I ran for Emmanuel College in
Boston, Mass. I ran there for four
years and competed in the 55m dash,
and the 4x200m,” said O’Brien.
While at Emmanuel College, which
is the small school where everyone
knew each other O’Brien said, this
type of personal learning experience
helped O’Brien in double majoring in
Mathematics and Secondary Education
and minoring in Philosophy
“Upon getting a teaching job in
Waterbury, I was hoping to find a
coaching position nearby, and was fortunate that Kennedy had a position
open for their indoor track program,”
said O’Brien
O’Brien teaches math at North End
Middle School and works part time at
Zumiez; when he has free time O’Brien
makes beats/soundtracks for snowboarding videos.
“I enjoy working with students and
athletes with diverse cultures and backgrounds. I learn a lot from you guys.
Life is a crazy experience, I feel that
you should always be learning from as
many people as you can, from their
experiences, no matter who they are,”
said O’Brien
Since the first day of indoor track

NEW LEADERSHIP
Coach Nick O’Brien (at
left in top photo) who
started coacing indoor
track for Kennedy as
of Dec. 2, 2017, is
seen with the All New
England 4x100 meter
team from East
Hartford High School,
where he was an
assistant coach.
O’Brien was also a
sprinter for Watertown
High School (see two
photos at right, from
2008), as well as at
Emmanuel College in
Boston, Mass.
Photos courtesy of N. O’Brien

practice Dec. 2, 2017 everything has
been running smoothly and the team
is gaining momentum.
“O’Brien is a good coach because
he socializes with the athletes and
encourages them. He helps us be better runners by making sure we are
stretching and doing dynamics properly so we won’t get hurt,” said
MyriennyAlcantara, a sophomore.
O’Brien expressed that “success
is relative:” his goal for this indoor
track season is to help athletes do the
best they possibly could by progressing physically and developmentally.
Small gains equal big wins.
“My first year, I coached the girls’
outdoor track and field team at
Watertown High School. We went
undefeated in the regular season but
ultimately lost to Woodland in the
NVL Championships,” O’Brien said.
“The girls on both teams put up really good performances. It was a great
first year coaching. The next year, I
became the boys indoor and outdoor
track assistant coach for East Hartford High School, where I spent the
last three years. I mainly trained athletes in sprinting and form/technique.
There, I coached
11 All-State and
four All-New England athletes
which included a
4x100m team
winning a triple
crown. Effort is
everything.
Those athletes
definitely deserved
that
honor.”
O’Brien likes
to lead by example when it

comes to having fun while working
hard, and enjoys showing athletes the
balance between the two.
“Coach O’Brien is a great coach
because he not only motivates us
through moral support and encouragement but also by participating in the
workouts alongside us. Also, he could
do a complete handstand on a good
day,” said Aaron Lamar, a junior.
Handstands are challenging, but not
as much as the workouts that take place
within these seriously fun practices.
“Coach Nick O’Brien is a pretty
cool coach. He’s funny and a fun-loving person, but when it comes time to
be serious, he instantly is serious and
focused on the task at hand,” said
sArlen Milian, a senior. “Although he
is a bit difficult with practice, he does
so in order to push (us) and because he
knows we can deal with the challenge
at hand. This season with him so far
has been great and seeing him coach
almost appears like he’s been coaching
us for a lifetime, although this is our
very first year with him.”
Here’s some advice if you’re thinking on coaching or teaching in the future from the man himself.
“Do it! You
never really know
something until you
teach it. My advice
would be to never
stop learning. Every
day, learn new techniques, different
ways of doing
things. Learn from
others, their experiences. This world is
always changing, so
adapt to it as much
as possible,” said
O’Brien.

Junior runs first half marathon in Litchfield, finishes first in age group
By Aaron Lamar
Correspondent

Lamar places seventh overall, beats personal goal
COMMENTARY

“You don’t need assurance, only endurance.”
- Sir Mo Farah, a Somali-born long distance runner and Olympic gold medalist
I took part in the Hillacious Half Marathon
in Litchfield, Conn. Saturday, Nov. 18, 2017. The
course was, well... “hillacious,” as I was running
on the quiet, rolling hills of the Litchfield countryside. This was very exciting for me because it
was my very first half-marathon and I wanted to
see how running one would feel.
For those who are unaware of how long a
half-marathon is, that answer would be 13.1 miles,
so it is important to train for a race of this nature
months prior in order to have an excellent race. I
was able to properly train for a half-marathon
over the course of a few months. From the really
hot long runs in the summer, to intense 5k races
during the school’s cross country season, I was
able to get all of the training that would help me
perform well at the half-marathon distance.
Mental toughness is just as important too. I
came to a resolve that the half-marathon was not

“

The skill of the
basketball players is
what really determines the outcome
of the game. (Players) are the ones who
make the points and
play the game, so
refs can never really
be blamed for a loss
or win for a team.

”

going to be easy, but I would cross the finish line
at all costs.
During the race, I had nothing but a positive
outlook from start to finish: I maintained a solid
pace, my breathing was in sync with my body,
and, even I tried to smile every so often for every three miles I ran. I did my best to ignore the
cold weather as it was 37 degrees Farenheit for
the duration of the entire race.
I may make the race sound easy, but it was
far from so. The hardest parts of the 13.1 mile
course were in between miles 4-5 and 10-11. In
miles 4-5, there was a dirt road trail that had a
steady incline for about a half-mile or more. One
of the runners in the race even warned me beforehand to “save your energy for that hill,” and
after running up the long hill, it was a very smart
idea.
Miles 10-11 is where “hitting the wall,” or
simply giving up usually occurs in a half-marathon. This fact didn’t make my run any easier
because awaiting me was another hill that

ENDURANCE Junior Aaron Lamar competes in his first half marathon, the
Hillacious Half Marathon in Litchfield, Conn. Saturday Nov. 18, 2017. He
placed seventh overall and first in his age group. Photo courtesy of K. Hagley

stretched for about
three-quarters of a
mile. However, this
didn’t stop me, as
I continued upward
thinking about how
far I have run and
how close I was to
finishing the race.
Have you ever
heard of “runner’s
high?” If you are a
runner, then you
will know that it is
a very real phen o m e n o n .
Runner’s high typically occurs after the runner experiences a high
level of stress on the body, and rewards the runner with an almost euphoric feeling that makes
him or her want to run even more. This is what
I felt after I reached the final two miles of the

half marathon.
Realizing I had passed
the most difficult parts of
the course, I picked up
my pace for the last two
miles, as if I hadn’t ran
the other 11 miles. I became especially excited at
the thirteenth mile when
I was running under my
goal time of 1:40:00, and
I sprinted the last 100
meters to the finish with
a time of 1:38:41, placing
seventh overall, and placing first in my age group.
I now consider this to
be an important milestone because I have much
more confidence to compete in longer races, such
as the 26.2 mile full marathon. If you have ever
considered running a half-marathon, I say, go for
it, for you won’t be disappointed!

Basketball games rely on skill, but referee calls do matter
By Vivian Bunker
Staff Writer

COMMENTARY

Now that basketball season is here,
so are basketball games and their referees, but what about different towns
having their own referees who make
questionable calls or calls based on bias
or relationships with the school,
coach, or players in Connecticut?
With all the competition already
on the court, the referees are supposed
to be there keeping the game fair.
Referees make calls for fouls like
pushing, grabbing and reach-in fouls,
along with regular calls related to nor-

mal rules such as double-dribble,
travel, five second violations, and jump
balls.
If referees portray bias, it makes
the game seven against five. Referees
could also change the outcome of the
game because foul shots offer points.
And bias can be present for many
reasons. Referees could know the
coach, a player, or just favor the school.
This could affect a game in a variety of
ways.
A game could be won or lost on the
foul line, so if one team receives more
chances for those free shots, and for a

wrong foul call made, it can make a big
difference.
Author James Downie noted back
in 2011, the NBA was “heavily criticized” for its referees, repeating that
fans thought bias existed in favor of
big market, popular teams and economists from Brigham Young, Johns
Hopkins and Oregon State universities found suggestive evidence of three
biases in their research from 20022008: home team favoritism, teams
losing during games, and teams that
fall behind in a series of playoffs. In
2010 author Kurt Helin referenced a

MIT Sloan Sports Analtyics Conference study that found referees seem
to favor star players. Of course, these
are studies based on pro basketball
referees, not high school referees.
But everyone makes mistakes. Referees are humans too, so not every
call they make will be perfect. They’ll
call it how they see it.
Still, the skill of the basketball players is what really determines the outcome of the game. They are the ones
who make the points and play the
game, so refs can never really be blamed
for a loss or win for a team.

